5. Present simple

**I eat**
I eat an apple every day.
You always eat fruit.

**You eat**

**We eat**
They rarely eat pizza.
We always eat vegetables.

**They eat**

---

**Read and match:**

I wash my face every day.
We go to school by bus.
They always pray.
You brush your teeth.
We usually have lunch together.

---

**Read and choose:**

1. I ______ a horse every week.
   (ride – rides)

2. We ______ sports to be fit and healthy.
   (play \ plays)

3. Salem and Rashid always ______ books in the library.
   (reads \ read)

4. My dad and I usually ______ TV together.
   (watches \ watch)
Re-order words to form a sentence and punctuate:

sleep - you - early - usually

bake - cake - we - a delicious

tidy - i - every day - room - my

run - they - park - in - usually - the

stories - we - always - interesting - read
Write a sentence with the help of the guide words and the picture and punctuate it:

( meet - friends)

( have - birthday)

Write a sentence:
Write a short paragraph of five sentences about Nasser’s day on the beach with the help of the following guide picture and words:-

( go – family - by car – swim – make - sand castle– have – lunch - interesting )

Every Friday, Nasser and his little brother Bader go to the beach. They usually...